
academic clinics, which at the time of analysis included longitudinal data from>5600
patients diagnosed with advanced or metastatic gastric, esophageal or GEJ cancers from
2011 to 2017. Eligible patients for this study were 18þ years of age at diagnosis who ini-
tiated anti-cancer systemic therapy on or after 01 Jan 2013. Patients with squamous
tumors were excluded. Descriptive statistics were used to define the patient characteris-
tics, HER2 testing patterns (only reported by community practices in the dataset), and
treatment regimens and sequences across lines of therapy.

Results: community practice settings. Of community practices, 24.7% of patients in
this study were not tested for HER2 at any time during the study period; 21.1% of
patients with gastric, 28.9% with esophageal, and 24.1% with GEJ adenocarcinoma
were not tested for HER2. Of the 2035 patients who had a HER2 test during the study
period, 1587 (78.0%) had testing completed from baseline through start of 1L therapy.
Of those tested, 504 patients (24.8%) had a HER2þ result during the study period and
732 (36.0%) had multiple HER2 tests. Among the 504 patients with HER2þ tumors,
293 (58.1%) received trastuzumab; 207 (41.1%) received it in the 1L setting and 88
(17.5%) received it across multiple lines of therapy (1L plus 2L and/or 3L).

Conclusion: Despite clinical guidelines and recommendations for HER2 testing and
treatment among patients with gastric, esophageal or GEJ adenocarcinomas, only
about 3/4 of patients are tested before 1L and less than half of patients with HER2þ
tumors received trastuzumab in the 1L setting as recommended. Despite the lack of evi-
dence for continuation of HER2 targeted therapy across lines of therapy, this practice
was observed in this study. There is a need for educational efforts to improve testing
rates and for the appropriate care of the patient whose tumor overexpresses HER2.

P� 087 Hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) in combined
treatment of locally advanced and disseminated gastric cancer:
Results of a single-centre study

fusion (HIPEC) as a novel treatment strategy for patients with intraperitoneal dissemi-
nated and locally advanced GC.

Methods: 59 GC patients with serosal invasion (n¼ 24), limited peritoneal metastases
(n¼ 25), or disseminated peritoneal metastases and tense ascites (n¼ 10) underwent
combination therapy with HIPEC. Three matched control groups undergoing standard
therapies were retrospectively identified.

Results: Combination therapy for serosa-invasive GC reduced the level of metachro-
nous peritoneal carcinomatosis from 75% in the surgical control subgroup to 33.3%
(p¼ 0.004) and increased median survival from 13,3 months to 32.5 months
(h¼0.0006). The median and 1-year survival rates for intraperitoneal disseminated GC
patients undergoing therapy with the use of HIPEC were 12 months and 54.2% com-
pared with 8,4 months and 20%, respectively (p¼ 0.004) for control subgroup patients
(palliative chemotherapy). For patients with complete cytoreduction median survival
was 14 months, one patient (4%) alive more than 5 years. The symptomatic use of
HIPEC in GC patients with diffuse peritoneal carcinomatosis complicated by sympto-
matic ascites does not significantly increase survival, it allows effective elimination of
recurrent ascites. The independent prognostic factors in GC patients with peritoneal
metastases undergoing combined treatment with HIPEC are the stage of peritoneal dis-
semination in compliance with the classification of the Japanese Gastric Cancer
Association and the score of cytoreduction completeness.
Conclusion: HIPEC is an effective method of adjuvant therapy for gastric cancer with
high risk of intraperitoneal progression. Cytoreduction followed by HIPEC improves
survival in patients with limited peritoneal carcinomatosis of gastric origin.
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Introduction: Autoimmune Chronic Atrophic Gastritis (ACAG) is epidemiologically
and biologically linked to the development of gastric carcinoids type I (GCs) and gastric
adenocarcinoma. ACAG is often associated to multiple autoimmune disorders. The

aim of the study was to evaluate the incidence of GCs development and to discover
potential diagnostic markers related to GCs in patients (pts) with ACAG.

Methods: 141 pts with ACAG were enrolled between years 2006-2017 and endoscopy
was performed. Pepsinogen I (PG1), Pepsinogen II (PG2) and Gastrin 17 (G17) serum
levels were quantified using an enzyme-linked immune-sorbent assay kit. Serum levels
of PGs and G17 were used to discriminate among pts with ACAG and pts affected by
GCs in univariate and in multivariate analysis. A panel of genetic polymorphisms of
PG2 gene and miRNA, that are known to modulate PG2 expression (rs9471643 C/G;
rs6458238 A/G; rs8111742 A/G; rs121224 C/G; rs1002765 A/G; TATA-BOX length),
was tested by real time PCR.

Results: Out of the 141 ACAG pts (26 M, 115 F; mean age 54,5), 21 (15%) (4M, 17F)
presented GCs. A secondary autoimmune disorder was displayed by 98 pts (69,5%) and
autoimmune thyroiditis was the most frequent (61,9%). A statistically significant dif-
ference in PG1/PG2 and G17 levels was found between ACAG pts with or without GCs
(r¼-0,3768 95% CI-0,5499 to -0,1726 p¼ 0,0005). Although it is known that PG2 levels
correlate with Helicobacter Pylori (HP) infection in our series of ACAG and GCs and
ACAG pts there wasn’t a statistical significant difference nor in number of HP positive
(þ) pts nor in IgG anti HP load (HPþGCs pts 17,6%, HPþ ACAG pts 30,2%; GCs pts
IgG anti HP mean 19,42 SD: 627,71, ACAG pts IgG anti HP mean 33,43 SD: 641,43
p¼ns). Among the 6 genetic polymorphisms, we found that rs8111742 A/G, rs121224
C/G were associated to a difference in serum PG2 levels and GCs (p¼ 0,0016 and
p¼ 0,0051). No significant differences were found between pts with thyroiditis and
GCs and pts without thyroiditis and with GCs (6,3% and 8,5% p¼ 0,07).

Conclusion: GCs are often diagnosed incidentally during endoscopy. We found a
higher association between GCs type I and ACAG than data present in literature and of
interest we found a statistically significant difference in PG1/PG2 and G17 levels
between ACAG pts with or without GCs. The identification of a different level of PGs
ratio and G17 in GCs-positive ACAG could be proposed as a potential indicative
marker for a further endoscopic targeted evaluation for GCs in ACAG pts.

Gastric cancer in Lynch Syndrome: Are precancerous conditions co-
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Gastric cancer (GC) risk in Lynch Syndrome (LS) is up to 13% instead
1% in general population. LS is an autosomal dominant disorder caused by

germ-line mutations in one of the mismatch repair (MMR) genes (MSH2, MLH1,
MSH6, PMS2) or EpCAM gene determining mainly risk of colorectal and endometrial
cancer and a lower risk of small bowel, urothelial and gastric cancer. GCs in this setting
are usually intestinal type and show microsatellite instability (MSI-H) and loss of
MMR protein expression. There are not clear guidelines for surveillance because the
histopathologic transformation pathway is unknown. Since Helicobacter Pylori (HP)
infection represents a clinical condition predisposing to gastric cancer its eradication is
suggested. In our study we investigate clinical features of GC that develop in patients
with this syndrome.

Methods: 139 patients with LS were registered in hereditary tumor register settled in
1994 at our Institution. Thirty-three had mutation in MLH1, 10 in MSH6 and 96 in
MSH2 (83 F,56 M; mean age 53).The average follow up time was 10,5 years (2-26
years). Patients were inserted in surveillance program consisting in: colonoscopy start-
ing at 20 years every 2 years until 40 and then annually. Gynecological surveillance for
women starting at 30 years, upper GI endoscopy staring at 35 years with an interval of 3
years and abdominal ultrasound and urinal cytology starting at 35 with an interval of 2
years.

Results: Out of 139 Lynch patients 4 (2,8%) (2M; 2F) developed GCs. Three were
symptomatic and one was diagnosed for surveillance. MSH2 was mutated in three of
them and MLH1 in one. No family history of GC was reported. All GCs displayed MSI-
H and loss of related miss match repair (MMR) protein at immunohistochemical anal-
ysis. MSH2 mutation patients were a man (62 years) and two women (73 and 50 years).
Their GCs were intestinal type linked to HP infection at early stages (T2N0; T2N1;
T1N0). MLH1 carrier was a man (53 years). His GC was a diffuse-type adenocarcinoma
(T2N0) at fundus without HP infection. Four years before autoimmune gastritis was
diagnosed with already atrophic gastritis and deficit of acid secretion and two pyloric
gland adenomas were removed at corpus.

Conclusion: Our data suggest that our GCs developed in association to MMR mutation
and atrophic gastritis caused by HP infection or autoimmune gastritis. Actually pyloric
gland adenomas have been reported as precancerous lesions in autoimmune gastritis.
Guidelines suggest gastric surveillance only in selected cases with family history of gas-
tric cancer and suggest testing and treatment of HP infection. Our cases did not display
gastric cancer family history. Thus, HP and anti parietal cells antibodies tests should be
taken in consideration to select LS patients for gastric surveillance instead of family
history.
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